The importance of the P-waves in the differentiation of attenuation of the QRS voltage due to pericardial effusion versus due to peripheral edema.
The cases of the 3 patients reported herein show the role of the P-waves in the differential diagnosis of the attenuated voltage of QRS complexes from pericardial effusion (PEREF) and from those resulting from peripheral edema (PERED) of varying pathophysiologic etiology. Whereas the QRS complexes decrease similarly in these 2 conditions, the voltage of P-waves do not become attenuated in PEREF, but do so in PERED. The underlying mechanism preventing attenuation of the voltage of P-waves in PEREF is the lack of much fluid around the atria, particularly in the presence of less than massive PEREF (no local electrical short-circuiting influence), in contrast to the attenuating effect exerted to both ventricles and atria in patients with PERED, who as a result, show parallel decrease in the voltage of QRS complexes and P-waves. Attenuation of the amplitude of the electrocardiogram QRS complexes occurs in both patients with PEREF and PERED; however, attenuation of the amplitude of the P-waves is seen only in patients with PERED, and this observation is useful in the differential diagnosis of these 2 clinical conditions.